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Version: 8.0.19617Q: Cross-
Platform Executables For Android
and iOS Is there any way to build
cross-platform (iOS and Android)
executables in JavaScript? I have

some iOS and Android
applications, and I'd like to write a
single app for both, making it easy
to port from the desktop to mobile.
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The closest I've found to this is
Windows Phone, where a

JavaScript command is converted
to platform-specific binaries. Is

there any way to do this in
WebAssembly? Is there any

working examples? A: If you have
Java installed, a JavaFX or Vaadin

application should work. These
apps are basically a WebAssembly

module with a JVM wrapped
around it. If you've never

developed in Java before, the
learning curve is pretty steep, but
it's been stable for years now and
there's an extensive community of
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support. If you're open to non-Java
options, you have a couple of Java-

based options, one based on
Android and the other based on
iOS. But you can't build native

cross-platform executables
(executables that work on both iOS
and Android) in JavaScript unless

you use a tool like Electron.
Electron is a very neat little cross-
platform framework for building

native desktop apps with a
WebAssembly module, but it only
allows you to write native apps for
Windows, macOS, and Linux. So
the short answer is, you can't build
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native cross-platform executables
in JavaScript, and even if you did,

the learning curve on the tools
would be significantly greater than

developing a
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anywhere in the world.
TeamViewer provides an easy and
affordable way to remotely access

computers anywhere in the
world.TeamViewer runs on almost
all operating systems and supports

many languages. fffad4f19a
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